Aristotelian Rhetoric
Edna Saffy, Ph.D.

THIRD CLASS MEETING

l. Bring your text to class (The Rhetoric).
2. Keep your journal current. Don't forget to write about your feelings prior to, during, and
subsequent to the presentation of your speech at the second class meeting.

3. An overview of The Rhetoric is possible through a reading of the "Analysis". Thus, the
assigmnent for the third meeting is to complete the following:
The complete "Analysis" is to be read-- page xxxvii through page xlviii.
4. The following readings on "Character" or ethos are required to be completed by the start of
the third meeting:
a.

page 8 (to approximately bottom of page 9) (stop at end of third paragraph on
page 9)

b.

page 45 (Begin in the middle of the second paragraph with "Now persuasions
are effected not ... ") (stop and end of first paragraph on page 46)

c.

page 91 (Begin at last line on page 91 and stop at end of first sentence on page
93)

5. The above listed reading assignments are required, however, it is suggested that you read other
sections of the book since it is quite likely the professor will ask you to report (orally) to the class
on whichever other section of the book you chose after the class discussion on ethos.
6. Continuing to bear in mind your final lecture. If you have in mind a topic, remember it must be
cleared by the professor. We have only SEVEN(!) class meetings left after the third meeting.

Edna Saffy, Ph.D.
SELF GRADED TEST FOR THIRD CLASS MEETING
ARISTOTLE
1. When was he born?
2. When did be die? How old was he when he died? How old was he when he was born?
3. Where was he born?
4. What was the name of Plato's school that Aristotle attended?
5. In what city was Plato's school located?
6. What was the name of the school that Aristotle founded that rivaled Plato's?
7. In what city was Aristotle's school?
8. What was the peripatos?
9. What does the word peripatetic mean? How does it relate to Aristotle?
THE CANONS OF RHETORIC
l. What are the five parts of rhetoric according to Aristotle?
2. What are the three types of "Artistic Proofs"?
ETHOS
I. What are two other English words for it?
2. With which element of the speech transaction does this deal? Speaker? Message? Listener?
3. What are at least two elements of ethos? How would you display or use this in a speech?
PATHOS
1. What is another English word for it?
2. With which element of the speech transaction does it deal? Speaker? Message? Listener?
3. How would you use this in a speech?
LOGOS
1 What are two other English words for it?
2. With which element of the speech transaction does this deal? Speaker? Message? Listener?
3. List at least three examples of the ways logos could be used in a speech.
OPENING WORDS IN A SPEECH
I. What are the opening or start or first words or first moments of a speech called?
2. List two ways in which to open a speech.
LECTURE/SPEECH
1. What is the difference between the two?
DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS
1. When is the best time for the speaker to distribute information?
EASTER
How is the date of Easter determined?
BRILLIANT STUDENT
1. Who made the highest grade on the test last week?

Edna Saffy, Ph.D.
SELF GRADED TEST FOR THIRD CLASS MEETING
ARISTOTLE
1. When was he born?
(384 B.C.)
2. When did he die?
(322 B.C.)
How old was he when he died?
(62 years old)
How old was he when he was born?
(He was very young.)
3. Where was he born?
(Stagira, a small town in Thrace)
4. What was the name of Plato's school that Aristotle attended?
(The Academy)
5. In what city was Plato's school located?
(Athens)
6. What was the name of the school that Aristotle founded that rivaled Plato's?
(The Lyceum)
7. In what city was Aristotle's school?
(Athens)
8. What was the peripatos?
(The covered walk of the Lyceum where Aristotle strolled each morning with his students while
lecturing)
9. What does the word peripatetic mean? How does it relate to Aristotle?
(A follower of the philosophy of Aristotle or one who walks about moving from place to place,
actively)
THE CANONS OF RHETORIC
1. What are the five parts of rhetoric according to Aristotle?
(Invention, Arrangement, Style, Memory, and Delivery)
2. What are the three types of" Artistic Proofs"?
(Ethos, Logos, and Pathos)
ETHOS
I. What are two other English words for it?
(Character, Credibility)
2. With which element of the speech transaction does this deal? Speaker? Message? Listener?
(Speaker)
3. What are at least two elements of ethos? How would you display or use this in a speech?
(Experience, also called Expertise, Composure, Honesty, Education, etc.)(Tell of my experience
with the subject)

PATHOS
1. What is another English word for it?
(Humaness or the human element or emotions)

2. With which element of the speech transaction does it deal? Speaker? Message? Listener?
(Listener or Audience)
3. How would you use this in a speech?
(Mention elements that deal with the audience and/or their emotions)
LOGOS
1 What are two other English words for it?
(Reason, intellect. .. )
2. With which element of the speech transaction does this deal? Speaker? Message? Listener?
(Message)
3. List at least three examples of the ways logos could be used in a speech.
(Quotations, statistics, reasoning, arguments)
OPENING WORDS IN A SPEECH
I. What are the opening, or start, or first words, or first moments of a speech called?
(Initial transaction)
2. List two ways in which to open a speech.
(Your experience in story form or a quotation) (I'm not sure I mentioned a second way, so the
second answer will not count against you.)
LECTURE/SPEECH
1. What is the difference between the two?
(A lecture is impersonal. The lecturer must know her/his subject matter; however, the obligation
is on the listener, not on the speaker. A speech is personal. The speaker must involve the
audience. The responsibility is on the speaker.)
DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS
1. When is the best time for the speaker to distribute information?
(Unless there are parts of the material that the audience must have to become involved in the
speech, the material is best distributed at the end of the speech.)
EASTER
How is the date of Easter determined?
(The first Sunday after the first full moon after the Vernal Equinox) (Now what exactly is the
Vernal Equinox???)
BRILLIANT STUDENT
1. Who made the highest grade on the test last week?
(KATHLEEN!!!)

ETHOS

Public speaking as a "human" activity places ethical responsibility on speakers.

I.

II.

Classical rhetoric saw the good speaker as a "good" person.

III.

Ancient rhetoricians set rules and conventions of rhetoric.

IV.

Rhetoric was divided by Aristotle into five parts.
A.

Invention
1. Artistic proofs
2.

V.

Inartistic proofs

B.

Arrangement

C.

Style

D.

Memory

E.

Delivery

Artistic µroofs are of three types.
A.

Etlos
(credibility, believability, charisma, public image, ethical proof)

VI.

B.

Logos

C.

Pathos

Ethos was considered the most effective kind of persuasion.
,.
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VII.

VIII.

A.

Character of the speaker is essential in the judgment of his words by audience.

B.

Honesty projected by the speaker wins respect.

A good public speecch is closely related to speaker credibility.

A.

Reveals connnitment

B.

Concerns a well chosen

C.

Reveals audience awareness on the part of the speaker

D.

Has substance

E.

Reveals appropriate structure

F.

Reveals skillful language use

topic

The ethics of a speaker are revealed through his behavior.
A.

Shows respect for the audience

B.

Shows responsible knowledge of th e topic.

IX.

C.

Shows accuracy and objectivity in reporting information

D.

Makes careful distinctions qmong fa~ts, opinions, and assumptions.

E.

Shows
concern for the possible consequences of speech
.,

F.

Shows concern for personal appearance

A speaker works to achieve personal ethos.

A.

Gains contact with the audience

B.

Develops good will

C.

Reveals knowledge of the subject

D.

Attends to personal qualities of appearance and personality

LECTURE:

Ethos

Public speaking places a strong ethical responsibility on
speakers.
Why?
One important aspect at this responsibility
is clearly and directly related to our humanness.
What is it
which defines our "humanness"?
ls it our ability to laugh?
ls it our ability to experience the world vicariously ?
ls it
only our possession of an opposing thumb?
In reality, it
must be our ability to use words and language that truly
defines our humanity.
Researchers have tried to teach
animals to a peak. but they have been unable to bring them
beyond the level which 4-year children reach with ease.
The
ability to learn and use language, then, distinguishes humans
from other animals.
However, control over that ability - the
ability to speak and write with purpose and clarity often
distinguishes one human being from another <Horner,.
That is
expressed in the Greek word logos llogical, logic. word,
reason) and combines the meanings of thought and expression.
To the ancients, mental processes could not be separated from
language, for to be human was to be both a rationa1 animal
and a user ot language.
Logos, then, was the very essence of
humanity.
The ancients thought of expression primarily as the spoken
word.
ln fact, Plato, an early academician, criticized
writing saying that people would grow lazy and use it as a
substitute for memory <Calculators?
Computers?>.
Classical
rhetoric which embodied the principles and rules for
effective communication was more concerned with spoken
language and oratory than with written languagge. Ancient
rhetoricians lpersons able to teach others how to speak and ,
write etfectively,, recognizing the power of language. were
early concerned that such skill could be misused.
They were
determined that the "good" person should speak wel 1. Of
course. the ancients saw the good man first as a good citizen
of the state, and good citizens of the state must know how to
present their own opinions in a persuasive manner and how to
judge and evaluate the opinions of others.
The idea that human beings must practice and perfect the art
of speaking and writing was conceptualized five centuries
bezore the birth of Christ in the law courts of Sicily and
traveled through the powerful Greek city states.
In the
fifth century B.C. came the Age at Pericles, one of the truly
great cultural periods in recorded history.
Literature,
sculpture, architecture thrived in Athens.
Here the Western
world's first great democracy originated. A number of
handbooks setting out rules and conventions that explained
how to present cases in the courts of law were written.
Among the teachers at these techniques was a man named
Aristotle whose Rhetoric, a set of notes taken from his
lectures, is probably the most important of these early
treatises on the subject.
Among other important statements.

Aristotle defines rhetoric

as "the faculty of observing in any given case ihe available
means of persuasion."
Rhetoric was divided into five parts:
invention, arrangement, style, memory. and delivery or
presentation.
"Invention," the first part. is the process by
which the speaker finds the means of persuasion or his
"proofs."
Man might find such means in two sources:
those
proofs that he himself constructs cal led "artistic" and those
coming from outside himself called "inartistic." The
artistic proofs belong most properly to the art ot persuasion
and are of three types:
ethos. to understand human character
and goodness;
logos, to be able to reason logically; pathos,
to understand the . emotions.
l am concerned today with the idea of ethos, the word from
which we get our word "ethical." Some modern synony~s might
be "believability," "credibility," "charisma," "public
image."
Aristotle considered ethos, or the character of the speaker.
to be the most effective kind of persuasion:
"Persuasion is achieved by the speaker's personal character
when the speech is so spoken as to make us think him
credible.
We believe good men more fully and more readily
than others; this is true generally whatever the question is,
and absolutely true where exact certainty is impossible and
opinions divided."
In judging what a person says, the listener relies heavily on
the character of the person who says it.
For example,
commercial television advertisers are very careful t~ select
their spokespersons according to the image they wish their
products to project:
doctors, nurses, teachers - people who
naturally inspire confidence and exude credibility.
The
character the speaker projects is of great importance in
persuading an audience.
Even in ordinary conversation
persons who project honesty win respect over persons who come
across as deceitful and untrustworthy.
Remember that the communication process begins w1th a source.
the person who initiates the speech, and as Aristotle has
said, speakers are more effective when they are favorably
perceived.
The impression which they convey is based on
the;r appearance of competence, integrity and their
personalities.
We are influenced most profoundly by people
who appear to know what they are talking about, who seem
honest and dependable, and who are attractive and likable.
Modern research has established the importance of "perceived
power":
we tend to respond to people who have strong
personalities or who have power to affect our lives.
With
these and other desirable qualities of ethos, or credibility,
leaders emerge.
Public speaking links two major social needs:
the need for
leadership and the need tor communication. An audience
listens, then, because the speaker may be a leader. one who

has special knowledge to offer or important advice to give.
You as a speaker will be performing certain leadership
functions.
You will work for successful communication:
you
will be projecting meaningful ideas, you will be conveying
useful and valuable information, you wil I prove yourself a
person qualified to speak by your knowledge and,or
experience. This message will be shaped by words, voice, body
language. <Remember that the use of the wrong word can destroy
the "ethos" ot the speaker and the effect of the speech.>
What,

then, makes a good public speech?
t1)
It reveals speaker commitment:
dedication must be
sensed by listeners in you and your speech. , ln other words,
you must be a speaker who cares.
t2)
It concerns a
well-chosen topic, one which interests you and your audience.
t3J
It must carry a clear sense of purpose.
l4J
It must
reveal audience awareness on the part of the speaker.
t4)
It must have substance:
an important message with adequate
support.
CS>
It must reveal an appropriate structure.
(6)
It must reveal skillful language use.
However, since we know
that language is a mode of control, SPEAKERS MUST ASSUME
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE RESULTS OF THEIR SPEAKING
EFFORTS.
What. then.is an "ethical speech"?
It is one made by a
speaker.who has "credibility," or "believability." You must
be believable if you expect to have personal success in
public speaking and move listeners in the desired direction.
Listeners
· must perceive "good wil I" on your part.
The
effective speaker is the "good person who speaks well."
This
idea suggests speakers who are attractive in their
intellectual and physical approach, who are believable in
their ideas and their support, and . who approach speaking as
an ethical, responsible personal undertaking.
The ethical speaker shows
RESPECT FOR THE AUDIENCE:
He is sensitive to different
backgrounds and experiences.
He sees his audience as bright
and well meaning individuals who may disagree with his
arguments as he disagrees with theirs.
He does not conceal
his motives or his reasoning and acknowledges all options
while advocating a position.
RESPONSIBLE KNOWLEDGE OF THE -TOPIC:
The speaker puts forth
time and effort necessary to be able to speak
authoritatively. Assertions and conclusions are based on good
evidence and sound judgment because the speaker has examined
all sides of the issue.
Qualified claims are not absolute
claims.
The speaker avoids bias tstrong self-interest> in
sources and himself or herself .
. ACCURACY AND OBJECTIVITY IN REPORTING INFORMATION:
The
speaker must be candid about strong self-interest, show a
respect for integrity, and remember that personal experience
can help a speech -seem compelling and authentic.

.
.

CAREFUL DISTINCTIONS AMONG FACTS. OPINIONS, AND
ASSUMPTIONS:
Remember that it is unethical to present an
opinion or an assertion as a fact.
Always report sources of
tactual data, present the qualifications of those who offer
opinions. and show that assumptions can be justified.
CONCERN FOR THE POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES OF SPEECH: Avoid
oversimplification and exaggeration.
Use language to clarify
rather than to contuse issues.
Remember that the very words
we use can influence reputations and lives of others.
SPEAKERS MUST REALIZE HOW POWERFUL WORDS CAN BE IN SHAPING
THE WORLD WE LIVE IN.
CONCERN FOR PERSONAL APPEARANCE:The speaker's credibility
will be increased it the speaker adapts his/her appearance to
the nature of the topic and the goal being attempted.
Attire
becomes external evidence that the speaker is well informed
about the topic.
The consequences of a
speech should come from an ethical speaker.
That speaker has
respect for listeners. a responsible knowledge of the topic,
makes self-interest clear, does not hide evidence that
contradicts speaker's position or disguise other options open
to the audience, avoids stereotypes.
The listeners are better for hearing an ethical speech
delivered by an ethical speaker.
SUMMARY:
Personal ethos is gained by gaining contact with the
audience, developing a goodwill bond, revealing knowledge of
the subject. attending to the personal qualities of
appearance and personality which lend believability and
credibility to the presentation.

In sum, when we cause n 'f,...,..,itive impression of our character,
we gain the great advanta~e of trust in the midst of conflicting
interpretations of issues and evidence. In such cases, where
there is no clearly superior argument or where we lack the background to judge which view is more likely, we tend to affirm the
views of those whose character is held in high esteem. So the big
question becomes one of the basis for forming such judgment.
Knowing that, we might better understand both how to cause
positive interpretations of character and how to detect when
rhetors are behaving in a duplicitous manner .
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FORl\1S OF GOVEUNMENT
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~~~~c;s~~~~c~:·;;~n~io~~-~;c effected not only by argumcnta;h:~ speaking, hut also by ethical [by the moral
quality evince-,! in the speech]; for we nrc persuaded
when we thi11k the speaker to be n. man of:~ certain chnrnctcr-th11t ii;, whc-n he sc>ems to Le ~oo<i, or well-di s posed
or bo~~J-• ' '
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.Epideictic 1. 9. [THE OnJECTB OF PnAISE AND BLAME.] We havo
Rhetoric
next to discuss virtue nnd vice, the noble ~the base;

for these arc the objects of praise and blame And our discussion will at the same time make plain t c means by
which a speaker 1iiuy produce in his uudicnc:c the impression that ho is si1ch nnd such n chn.racter; this-, as we
noted [I. 2, p. 8], iii our 1,ccoml wet.hod of perHuasion.
'\\'ith regard to virtue, the Ra.me means will enable a man
to make people acer pt ci ther hitrrnelf or ~10th er [ the man
about whom he speaks] as trustworthy. ow praise may
be serious, or it may be trivial; nor docs 1 ulways concern
o. human being or n. ~od, for oft.m enou~h it is applied
to inanimate things, or to some insignificant animal.
Whatever is praised, one muf;t obtain the materials of
o.rgumcnt in the same way. So we must include such
things in our discussion, though for purposes of illustration only.
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/11 t·i·ay .111,·t1/..i11g sit11,11i1111. tli,· .1111·11/..a\ .111.-c-cs.1 i11 11·i1111i11g "gn·,·111,·111,
i11.1piri11,~ C/111.f icl,·11.-,·..
/lflllllllling id,'."·'· i~i,i;11ifirn11tl\' aflcctnl !,_1· //,('
/1.11,·11,·r.1 ,·.,11111,11,· 11/ /11.1 ,11 ha u rc/1/,,/11_1·. [_I hL' lL'llll rrl'dthd1t_
\' . and 1ls
1L'lalil'n. i11111g,· 11r l'tlios ((ill'l' k fpr "d1;ir;1l·ll'I .. ) - rdL'I 111 thl' dq.:rl'L' to
whid1 a11 audil·nn: linds y11u t1w,twmthy. l·11mpdL'lll. sincL"rL'., allractivl'.. ;1ml
dyna111ilJ{L'sL·arch has fl'JlL'atedly lkmonstratl'd that a s1K·akl'.r who can
raisL' ;111 a11d1L'lll'.L'\ L'stimalL' 111 thnl' qualitil'.s will signilic,ntly hL'.ightcn the
1mp;1d 111 till' ,pn·d1. Thl' lnllmvint: gl·lll'lali1;1ti1111s ;1lio11t nl'llihalitv a11d
n1inm11111cati())1 haw been ·- l'lilil'J by researd1 :

or

I. RL'll'll'lll'l'S to yoursl'lf and your own L'Xpnicnrl' -- -providcd they arc
11111 h, ,as! ing or l'XL'l'ssiVl' --tend to innL·;asL' your pc1-ccivl·d I rust wort hi11l·ss and L'lllll(lL'tl'nl·t·: rdl'IL'lll'L'S lo othL·rs (authorilit·,) ll·JHI to
anl'rl';l\l' y, 1111 p\.'l'l'L'iVL'd 1rust \II 1rt hinL'Ss ;,ml dynamism.
1

l lsin!,! highly nL·dibk ;111th,1rities inl'reas\.'S your JlL'll'l:iVL'.d Lairnl.'ss .

.1. II ~,111 r;111 1k1111111strall' th;1t y1111 ;ind yom ;111dil·ncl' sh;11L' n1n11111111

bl'lil'I-.. ;1ttit1Hks. and vahtl's. ~•rn1r ncd1bility will inl'l'L'asL'.

-L \\dl-11rganiYl'd S(ll'l·l'hL's arL· n111rl' nnlibk than pomly org;anill'd
lllll'S.

:'i. Thl· 111111 l' sillL'\.'ll' yuu appl·;11 ll1 hl'. t Ill· hL'l \l' I yllur cha1ll'L's 111 changing
\'lllll lislL'nl'ls· attilt11ks . 1
As thl'SL' !,!L'llL'ralizations suggest. your ability to projL·L't yoursl'lf as a
L'.llllll'l' lL'IIL t1ust\\111thy. si11rnl'. ;1ttral'liw. lair. and dynamic s1K·akn may
1\dl 1ktl·rn1111L' the fall' of y11111 lllL'ssagL' . The llll'ssagl" and th<.: m<.:ssi:ng<.:r
;arl' usually i11sq1;irabk in JlL'llpk\ minds .

